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How to Be the Ten-Minute Coach

D

ealers have a tough job. There’s no doubt about it.
You have to sell bows to keep the doors open but
at the same time you want your bow customers to
be able to shoot well enough to have a reasonable expectation of killing the game animal they will be shooting at.
BUT, your time with them is limited, very limited.
You want to give them all the time it takes to get them
shooting well but spending too much time eats away at
you profit margin on the bow. Spending some time is
almost required but spending too much time will take you
away from those “selling” activities that keep your shop
operating in the black. So what do you do? How much time
do you spend? And what skills are top priorities for the bow
buyer?
To give you answers to these important questions I’ve
put together some “lesson plans” for you. Use them to help
all – not just the new ones - of your bow-buying customers
so they get the attention they need with minimal time
spent. You’ll be teaching them the correct shooting technique and practice routines to develop them into effective
shooters in the field. AND, here’s the real bonus, they’ll be
coming back into your shop for future visits – what’s not to
like about that!

being taught, what pace was being kept and whether we
were meeting school district-wide objectives. In short, he
kept an eye on us to be sure we were doing our job. That
was fine with me because I planned effectively and relied
on those plans to keep me and my students on task and on
track. The better I planned the better my classes went.
Any effective education program begins with lesson
plans but you probably don’t have any plans for your
archery teaching so that’s where I come in – I’ve got plans
for you. Just like every lesson plan for every one of the
38,000 math lessons I taught over 35 years my plans for
teaching archery begin with an objective. So here’s your
overall course objective for the set of simple ten-minute
lessons that follow.
COURSE OBJECTIVE: THE STUDENT WILL LEARN
THREE BASIC FORM ELEMENTS OF POSTURE, BACK
LOADING AND RELEASE HOLDING, TO ALLOW
HIM/HER TO SHOOT AT AND HIT A PAPER PLATE AT 25
YARDS WITH A SUCCESS RATE OF 9/10.

Before I retired from teaching in the public school system, every Friday during the school year my school principal required that all of his teachers submit their lesson
plans for the next week. That way when he reviewed them
he had an idea of what activities and subject matter were

I hope you agree with me that this is the basic skill level
needed to be a good hunter. 90 percent at 25 yards is a fair
standard to expect from bow hunters, one that I’ve advocated for 30 years. We want to hit 100 percent but in the
woods “stuff happens” that we don’t expect or is out of our
control. Deer move, we get nervous, there’s a twig that we
can’t see or the wind direction changes. If you have a different standard then by all means substitute it into this
objective and use it for the following lessons.

STEP ONE: T POSITION – Every archer can begin building good
archery form by standing with their feet spread to hip-width and
their arms extended, shoulders level, to form the letter “T”. Their
head should be over top of their spine with the chin also level.

STEP TWO: TURN HEAD – The next step is to turn their head
toward the target while maintaining a level chin. The spine
should be held in the vertical position to maintain core strength.

TEACHING OBJECTIVE
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LESSON ONE: THE ARCHER’S “T” POSITION
OBJECTIVE ONE: THE STUDENT WILL LEARN THE
ARCHER’S “T” POSITION IN ORDER TO ESTABLISH
PROPER FULL-DRAW-POSITION AND INCORPORATE
“BACK LOADING”.
This may sound like a lot to do in ten minutes and
when you first teach it you’ll need more than ten minutes
but its effective and easy to do. Getting your students started with efficient posture is the foundation to successful
shooting
STEP 1) THE “T” - Begin by having your student stand
with his/her feet spread to hip-width and arms outstretched to his side to form the letter “T”. Their head
should be directly over their spine with their chin level.
(see 1: T position)
STEP 2) ROTATE HEAD - Instruct the student to rotate
their head toward and establish eye-contact with the target. Their chin must be kept level with their head resting
over top of their spin. (see 2: turn head)
STEP 3) STOP SIGN - Have your student make a
“STOP SIGN” toward the target with their bow hand and
relax the fingers and thumb. Be sure to have the student
keep their bow shoulder in the down and back position.
(see 3: stop sign)
STEP 4) RELEASE HAND AND FOREARM - The student should now bend their release arm at the elbow so
that the release hand index finger is positioned along the
side of their neck under their jaw bone. Check to be sure
that their release forearm is in line with the arrow and that
their elbow is slightly raised above the arrow level. (see 4:
top view release arm)
STEP 5) Repeat this process five times counting the
steps “1- 2- 3- 4” each time.
STEP 6) Have the student repeat this process while

STEP THREE: STOP SIGN: – The bow hand should be formed into
a “stop sign” by bending the wrist up. The knuckles of the hand
should be held at a forty-five degree angle to horizontal with the
fingers and thumb relaxed so that the bow’s grip section can be
placed onto the thumb pad only.

holding and drawing their bow. If they cannot establish the
recommended full draw position then adjust the draw
length and/or draw weight of their bow so that they can.
Most of my students have draw length settings that are too
short for them which does not allow their release forearm
to get fully in line behind and with the arrow. These adjustments may take a few minutes extra but the proper position will serve the student’s needs. (see photo: full draw
position)
STEP 7) Have the student make five shots at 5 yards
(no target face) while you gauge their position correctness
and give instruction. At this point they must learn to transfer the holding out of their release arm and into their back
muscles. This back holding must be maintained throughout the release process. You can gauge correctness by
watching (from behind their drawing elbow) their release
elbow to be sure it does not move to the right (right handers) during the entire aiming and releasing process.
STEP 8) Send them home to practice this technique
for one or two weeks. I recommend that they shoot 20 to 30
shots per day at the blank bale and then return to you for
lesson two.

LESSON TWO: PROPER RELEASE HOLDING
OBJECTIVE: THE STUDENT WILL LEARN TO HOLD
THE RELEASE AID WITH PROPER FINGER POSITIONING
AND CORRECT TIGHTENING PROCEDURE.
STEP 9) Review the full draw position and back holding established in lesson one to be sure the student is

STEP FOUR: RELEASE ARM – The fourth and last step of building
proper full-draw-position is to bend the release arm at the elbow
and bring the index knuckle along side of the neck. When correct
the forearm is in line with the arrow allowing the archer to transfer the “holding” into his/her back muscles.
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doing them both correctly. Have them make any necessary
corrections and make five good shots at a blank bale.
STEP 10) INDEX FINGER – I assume here that most of
your students will be using an index trigger release so
instruct the student to hold the index trigger release with
the second joint of the index finger completely around the
trigger. The index finger should also be touching the side or
barrel of the release aid. Adjust the length of the release
shank or strap so that the archer can hold it in this manner.
Use a rope loop instead of a bow as shown. Adjust the
release trigger sensitivity to medium or medium-heavy
(see photo: finger around trigger)
STEP 11) CLOSE ALL FINGERS - Practice holding and
releasing five shots with the release hooked to a rope loop,
not the bow, making sure that, first, the student is in proper full draw position and holding and tightening with their
back muscles. Secondly, they must also be closing and
tightening all release fingers, not just the index finger. (This
need not be done with a “death” grip but only a gentle finger closing).
STEP 12) The student should now draw and hold the
bow with the release hand in the proper position. (Be sure
to nock an arrow to prevent dry-fires.) Check the archer’s
full-draw-position as the new release hand position may
require an adjustment to the bow’s draw length. Typically
when the release hand moves closer to the release jaws
(and bowstring) the bow’s draw length must be lengthened
to place the release forearm back in line with the arrow.
Without this proper alignment the archer cannot load the
back muscles properly or effectively. (see photo: fingers at
FDP).
STEP 13) With the release hand in the proper position
and back holding initiated, instruct the student to execute
the shot. Be sure that he/she tightens and holds with the
back muscles first, and then simultaneously tightens all
release fingers until the arrow is launched to the blank
bale. Repeat five more times being sure that each is done
correctly – correct them if they are not.
STEP 14) Send the student home for one or two weeks
of practice. Recommend 20 to 30 shots per day at the blank
bale focusing on:
#1 = Establishing and continuing back holding and
#2 = Tightening all release fingers.

FULL DRAW POSITION: At full draw the shoulders should be held
level so the force of the bow can be held using the skeleton.
Maximizing use of the skeleton and minimizing use of muscles
leads to shooting consistency.
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The order here is vitally important to proper followthrough and long-term shooting success – using some
other order will lead to no follow-through and promote
faulty technique that can lead to bad habits such as “snap”
shooting or other forms of target panic. If the student
focuses on the shooting “process” and not the results then
he/she will learn to shoot properly.

LESSON THREE: PAPER PLATE SHOOTING
OBJECTIVE: THE STUDENT WILL APPLY HIS/HER
FULL DRAW POSITION, BACK HOLDING AND RELEASE
TECHNIQUE TO SHOOTING AT AND HITTING A PAPER
PLATE AT 15 YARDS.
STEP 15) Review the previously learned skills of full
draw position, back holding and release finger tightening.
Be sure to correct the student’s performance if needed so
that he/she can correctly execute five shots.
STEP 16) PAPER PLATE TARGET - Place a 9 inch paper
plate on the target butt at any distance from 5 to 15 yards
and instruct the student to shoot one arrow at the target.
This incorporates the act of aiming into the shooting
process so the student’s performance must be monitored
to be sure that the skills of correct posture, back holding
and release finger tightening are all maintained as previously learned. Verbally remind the student to transfer
his/her learning to this more complicated process. Starting
close keeps the shooter’s anxiety level low and aids
him/her in performing correctly. Talk him/her through the
shot process until the student performs one shot correctly
and praise him for doing so.
STEP 17) GUIDED PRACTICE - Have the student
repeat the shot process three times while you use these
verbal prompts:
Establish “T” posture
Raise the bow
Draw to full-draw-position
Bring the sight into line with your aiming eye
Transfer the holding into your back
Tighten all release fingers
Allow the sight to float near the center of the plate
Continue tightening fingers while maintaining
back holding until the release aid discharges.

FINGER AROUND TRIGGER: My friend Scott shows how to properly place the hand and fingers on a trigger style release. The
index finger should completely surround the trigger so that the
second crease is on the trigger. This method does not allow the
most sensitive index finger tip to be involved with the shooting
process which often distracts the conscious mind away from aiming and onto the trigger causing release dysfunctions.
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Trying to aim “perfect” is detrimental to archery success so stress that the sight should “float” near the center
and not sit still at the center. In other words, the process is
more important than the aiming. You’ll have to remind
your student over and over that good and flowing process
gets far better results than trying to aim each arrow deadcenter. Besides, as a bow hunter our objective is to hit a target the size of a paper plate - not a dime - on the side of the
deer.
STEP 18) CORRECTED PRACTICE – Next, require the
student to execute three shots without your verbal
prompting. Critique the student’s performance immediately after each shot – encourage where possible but correct when necessary.
STEP 19) SELF PRACTICE – Have the student execute
three shots without any prompting from you. Evaluate
after the shots have been completed. Correct the weak
skills and praise the good.
STEP 20) The student is now ready for more practice at
home. He/she should practice at no more than 15 yards at
the paper plate. Five-inch spots are also acceptable but
nothing smaller.
FOLLOW UP EVALUATIONS: Have your student bring
you a sample target after a week or two. This gives you a
quick and easy way to evaluate his/her performance and
learn of any difficulties. You also get to know if they have
any equipment needs or repairs.
If their success is satisfactory then instruct them to
begin shooting at longer distances – most of them probably have done this already. Twenty and 25 yards is the logical move for beginners, longer for the more skilled. Have
them bring in another paper plate target with 30 shots in it
so you can evaluate
their progress and give
any advice for future
practice.(see photo:
plate target)

FINGERS AT FULL DRAW: At full draw
the index finger must surround the
trigger while the other fingers are
held curled but not clenched tight. To
complete the release the back muscles must be tightened to do the
holding of the bow while all the fingers of the release hand are also
gradually tightened until the release
discharges the bowstring.

At this point you can tell them that they can purchase
additional instruction time for another three lessons. Or
single lessons if that suits your schedule better.

BROADHEAD SHOOTING:
The next step for your student is broadhead shooting.
If you have a facility for doing this all the better – many
shops do not. If not, then the student is on his own for this
work. Give him the following printed instructions.
BROADHEAD SHOOTING OBJECTIVE: THE STUDENT WILL ESTABLISH HIS BROADHEAD SIGHTING
PATTERN AND GROUPING CHARACTERISTICS AT A DISTANCE OF 25 YARDS.
STEP 1) SIGHT-IN PATTERN: Broadheads may not
have the same impact point as field points. There is no reason to expect that they should since field points don’t have
wings on them. Mechanical broadheads have a better
chance but they, too, may not impact the same. Shooting a
broadhead equipped arrow at 15 yards is the starting point
and the only way to know for sure. Where it hits relative to
your field points should be noted. (see photo: broadhead
impact)
Next, shoot a broadhead at 25 yards and note its
impact point. Over the next few shots adjust the sight pin
to achieve a near center impact location. Your shooting
ability has to be considered here as you may need more
practice in order to be consistent at this distance.
STEP
2)
GROUPING
CHARACTERISTICS: Its best to
shoot three practice broadheads
at a three spot

If the release forearm is not in line with the
arrow then the holding of the bow cannot be
done properly by the back muscles and the
forearm will have to do some or most of the
holding. A tensed forearm will not yield proper
follow through or consistent releases.
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target to determine if your setup is shooting reasonable
groups. Three paper plates at 25 yards is a good goal. Shoot
one broadhead arrow at each plate to determine if all three
have the same relative impact point. If so, then adjust the
sight so that all three are hitting the middle and your bow
system is ready for the hunt. (see photo: three-spot target)
If the three impact points are different or some erratic
arrow flight is visible then you and/or your system needs
some work. The areas that may need adjusting are: nocking point location, center-shot adjustment, draw weight
adjustment, arrow size selection and shooting form correction and/or practices. See your dealer for assistance in
dealing with any of these that you can’t rectify yourself.
Once you have established that your system is shooting at a satisfactory level then install new blades/broadheads on the arrows you plan to use for the hunt. Keep at
least one practice broadhead-tipped arrow so you can take
a few shots every other day to check your system accuracy.
Take other practice shots using field points on a regular
schedule so you keep your shooting skills sharp.

FUTURE LESSONS
I think we can agree that most of your customers need
shooting lessons. Some of them won’t admit it but that’s
another matter. Most will know that they need lessons or at
least a few tips as they progress with their shooting so provide them a schedule of your coaching fees – I’d guess that
you are charging at least $15 per half-hour. Those students
that have gone
through your Ten
Minute Program
already know that
you give lessons
and will be more
willing to come
back for more –
you’ve
trained
them to think that
this is the way it
should be done!
And it is!!
Since
you
have
already
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established the basics of proper Full-Draw-Position, Back
holding and Release Holding your first three or four
lessons would reinforce those skills. Lesson one would be
all review with no target. Lesson two would be a short
review and then some spot shooting to improve consistency and have a record of performance. Lesson three would
have more spot shooting and score recording to gauge
improvement.
Future lessons would enable you to give instruction on
bow hand position. I would prefer to work on this first but
it takes most archers a long time to get their hand placed
on the bow correctly. It takes them even more time to get it
relaxed so this skill doesn’t fit into the “Ten-Minute” theme
so well. Remember to use no target when developing a new
shooting skill – focus on the new process rather than a
score.

RANGE TIME
If you have an indoor shooting range you can give
some free range time to those customers who take advantage of your “Ten Minute” coaching series. While they are
shooting in the range they will be able to see the different
leagues you operate, your coaching fee schedule and other
programs offered at local clubs. An added benefit is the
contact they will have with the other shooters using the
range which can serve to increase their interest in competitive shooting.
The same is true if you have an outdoor range. They
can meet other archers, read the bulletin board items and
improve their shooting skills at animal targets. They can
also learn about shooting any outdoor leagues you might
be running.
Giving them shooting assignments at various distances can give you a quick way to check their skill level. I
like to see my students shoot 30 arrows at a 5 inch spot at
25 yards. You don’t have to watch them shoot, just have
them bring you
the target face to
read. From that
you can learn if
their misses are
left, right, high or
low. From that

PLATE TARGET: A simple 9 inch paper
plate is a viable 25 yard standard for
the bow hunter. If he can hit the plate 9
out of 10 times with a broadhead from
25 yards then he/she is ready for the
field and shooting at wild game animals.

BROADHEAD IMPACT: There is no reason
why broadhead arrows should fly the same
as or impact the same as field point arrows.
Broadheads have wings, even mechanical
heads have some protrusions, and will most
often impact the target differently than
field points. I typically have my broadheads
impact about 4 inches low-left of my field
points so I tune for groups and then just
sight-in with my broadheads and very seldom shoot field points after that.
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you can make recommendations or assist them with
shooting form changes or bow tuning issues.
When they are shooting at a satisfactory level at 25
yards then have them move back to 30 or 35 yards and
repeat the 30 arrow scoring round. Eventually they will
build their skill level at 40 yards and be able to compete in
the 3-D animal rounds at the local, regional or state level.
Encourage your students to save their target faces and
scores. Make sure they write the date and distance on them
as well. Seeing their improvement on each new target face
will keep them interested and checking the targets will
quickly uncover any problem that needs attention. And,
you don’t have to invest much time, just a minute to read
the target face and four or five minutes to help them make
a correction.

CONCLUSION
Making the most of your time - but not spending too
much time - with new or old shooters is important to your
bottom line. Being organized by having specific objectives
keeps you focused on exactly what they need instead of
getting side tracked by hunting stories or other unimportant issues. It’s important to always “plan your work” and
then “work your plan” and now you have that plan for
teaching good form to the bow hunter.
One thing you’ll have to do is have
faith that the shooting technique used
in the above lesson plans is going to
work. Believe me it does. It does
because it relies on using your anatomy properly and efficiently to get the
job done consistently. When practiced
and maintained the Ten Minute
Coaching Techniques will enable any
one to shoot effectively in all situations
for years – not just in practice for a few

weeks. And you need to convey that confidence to your
students while optimizing your time with them.
Best of luck being a better teacher.
Keep well, shoot straight.
Larry Wise
EDITOR’S NOTE: Larry’s books are available from
Larry Wise Archery, 402 Locust Grove Road, Mifflintown,
PA 17059 for $14 + $3 postage. Titles available are Tuning
Your Compound Bow, Tuning and Silencing Your
Bowhunting System, Bow and Arrow: A Complete Guide.
The phone number for Larry Wise Archery is (717) 4369168.
Larry Wise is also available to conduct one and two day
CoreArchery Academies on shooting form. Personalized
coaching is now available on-line via Skype, and video
clips of Larry offering bowhunting tips can be seen on the
bowhunting.net website. To contact by email, use
larry@larrywise.com and see that website for more information.
For past articles by Larry Wise, see ArrowTrade
Magazine’s twin websites: Dial-up internet users can go to
arrowtrademagazine.com while the user-friendly arrowtrademag.com requires a high speed connection.
SAMPLE GROUP: Analyzing a
student’s sample target takes little of your time but is very helpful
to his learning process. In this
particular sample I see a sight
change needed to get most of the
arrows closer to the middle. Other
than that I see several arrows
high-right that might indicate
that the student is not maintaining good back tension at the end
of the shot process. There is also
one hole very low but you can’t
conclude much based on only one
shot so ignore it.

• HUNT MORE LOCATIONS
• QUIETER, EASIER, SAFER
STAND HANGING

THREE SPOT TARGET: When it’s time to
shoot broadheads I use a three spot target and three broadhead equipped
arrows. I number the arrows and shoot
each at the same spot. Each arrow should
impact its spot at the same relative position, if not then the system is not grouping and corrections must be made. When
it’s time to go hunting I put new blades
on my same three trusty arrows and use
them as my starting lineup.

• PREVENT TREESTAND THEFT
• SAVES YOU MONEY
• EASY TO INSTALL ON
YOUR STAND

• LIFETIME WARRANTY
Don’t struggle installing and removing your stand –
Hang it, Move it, Protect it with the Hang-On Buddy.
Dealer Inquiries Welcomed.
For information contact:
Predator Innovations • 877-831-1525
Made in USA

HangOnBuddy.com
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